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Abstract
The bin-packing problem asks for a packing of a list of items of sizes from (0; 1] into the smallest possible number
of bins having unit capacity. The k-item bin-packing problem additionally imposes the constraint that at most k items are
allowed in one bin. We present two e6cient on-line algorithms for this problem. We show that, for increasing values of
k, the bound on the asymptotic worst-case performance ratio of the 7rst algorithm tends towards 2 and that the second
algorithm has a ratio of 2. Both algorithms considerably improve upon the best known result of an algorithm, which has
an asymptotic bound of 2.7 on its ratio. Moreover, we improve known bounds for all values of k by presenting on-line
algorithms for k = 2 and 3 with bounds on their ratios close to optimal.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the classical bin-packing (BP) problem, we are given a list L = (a1; a2; : : : ; am) of real numbers from (0; 1], called
items, and arbitrary many bins of unit capacity. The task is to 7nd a packing of the items into as few bins as possible. In
the on-line version (oBP) of this problem, the items have to be packed into the bins in the order they arrive. A new item
an is packed solely on the basis of the sizes of the previous items a1; : : : ; an−1 and their packing. There is no information
about subsequent items, nor is it allowed to move or remove an item that is already packed.
These abstract problems model a large variety of practical problems arising inter alia in operations research and computer
science, such as cutting stock problems (cutting pieces of variable sizes from standard paper sheets, from standard textile
cloth measures, etc.), machine scheduling problems (minimizing the number of machines necessary for completing all
tasks by a given deadline) and storage allocation problems (allocating spaces on a disc or in a computer memory).
We study a variant of the (oBP) problem, in which an additional restriction is imposed on the number of items that
can be packed together into one bin. The resulting problem is known as the on-line k-item bin-packing (okBP) problem.
It is derived directly from the (oBP) problem by adding the constraint that at most k items can be packed into every bin.
Problem (okBP) 7rst appeared in [6] in the context of task-scheduling on a multiprogramming computer system. In
such a system there are k processors that share a common memory of 7xed capacity. A sequence of tasks with unit
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processing times have to be executed on these processors. Each task has a certain memory requirement. The goal is to
execute all tasks within the shortest possible time. We can represent the tasks by items and each unit of time by one
bin. The memory requirements of the tasks correspond to the sizes of the items. All tasks that are performed in parallel
correspond to items in the same bin. In particular, each bin has capacity 1 and contains not more than k items. The total
execution time of the schedule equals the number of bins used in the packing.
Since problem (BP) is well known to be NP-complete, we are interested in the worst-case performance of approximation
algorithms. For a given bin-packing heuristic H and a list L of items, let CH (L) denote the number of bins used in a
packing of L generated by H . Let C∗(L) denote the smallest possible number of bins for packing items in L. (If L is clear
from the context, then we omit it from the notation.) The asymptotic worst-case performance ratio RH of a heuristic H
is de7ned as follows:
RH = lim
N→∞
sup
L
{
CH (L)
C∗(L)
: C∗(L) = N
}
:
The classical and most extensively studied on-line algorithm for problem (oBP) is the 7rst-7t algorithm (FF), which
packs a newly arriving item into the 7rst bin into which it 7ts. It has been shown by Johnson et al. [5] that RFF = 1:7.
In more recent years, a number of other heuristics have been analyzed, the best of which has an asymptotic worst-case
performance ratio of at most 1.589 [9,10]. On the other hand, Van Vliet [11] has established that no algorithm will have
an asymptotic worst-case performance ratio better than 1.540.
The d-dimensional vector packing problem is a generalization of the one-dimensional (BP) problem. In such a problem,
each item is characterized by d numbers ai = (a1i ; a
2
i ; : : : ; a
d
i ). The task is to 7nd a packing of items into as few bins as
possible such that, for every j with 16 j6d, the sum of the numbers aji of all items ai in one bin is at most 1. The best
known on-line heuristic for this problem is the generalization of FF to the d-dimensional case, for which Garey et al. [4]
prove that RFF = d + 0:7. Clearly, problem (okBP) can be seen as a special case where d = 2 and the second number
associated with each item is 1=k. This provides an immediate bound RFF6 2:7.
While bin packing without cardinality constraints is well investigated, not much is known so far about the k-item
bin-packing problem. In the o<-line version of the problem, Krause et al. [6,7] introduced several approximation algorithms
and showed that they all have an asymptotic worst-case performance ratio of 2. Very recent progress in this direction is
due to Caprara et al. [1], who present an asymptotic polynomial time approximation scheme for ordered vector packing
problems, which include the (kBP) problem as a special case.
Krause et al. [6,7] have also considered the on-line version. They investigate an adaptation of the (FF) algorithm to
the cardinality constrained problem, denoted by (kFF), which packs a new item into the 7rst possible bin that contains
less than k items. They prove the following bound for the asymptotic worst-case performance ratio of (kFF):
RkFF6 2:7− 125k : (1.1)
No improvement of this result has been achieved since 1975. While (kFF) behaves su6ciently well if k is small, it
turns out that for large values of k the corresponding bounds are considerably worse than the bound obtained for FF in the
unconstrained case. For that reason we are particularly interested in algorithms that have a better worst-case performance
when k is not too small.
For a more comprehensive review on bin-packing research, we refer the reader to two recent articles [2,3].
In our paper we study approaches more sophisticated than FF, which enable us to improve the previous results. We
present two e6cient heuristics A1 and A2 and show that the asymptotic worst-case performance ratio of A1 tends towards 2
as k goes to in7nity and that the asymptotic worst-case performance ratio of A2 is actually 2. Clearly this is an important
progress from the bound 2.7 obtained for (kFF). Note that the lower bound of 1.54 of Van Vliet [11] for classical
bin-packing problem (oBP) also applies to our problem (okBP) once k is su6ciently large. Moreover, we will improve
known results for all values of k by presenting on-line algorithms for the cases of k=2 and 3 with asymptotic worst-case
performance close to optimal.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sections 2 and 3, algorithms A1 and A2 for general k¿ 3 are presented and
analyzed, respectively. Sections 4 and 5 treat the cases k=2 and 3, respectively. We 7nish the paper with some concluding
remarks in Section 6. For clarity we move technical proofs for some results in Section 2 to the appendix.
2. First algorithm and its analysis
In this and the next section, we assume k¿ 3. For the construction of an e6cient algorithm, let us 7rst mention a
special di6culty that does not occur in the (BP) problem but does in the (kBP) problem. Without cardinality constraints,
packing of small items are of very little impact on the quality of a packing solution, since either they can be added to
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almost-full bins or, if they do not 7t into any of used bins, they can be packed together into a few new bins, which
results in a small increase in the total number of used bins. In the presence of cardinality constraint, however, if many
small items appear and are packed together into some bins, then we obtain a number of bins that are almost empty. Later
big items that would 7t into these bins cannot be packed into these bins due to the cardinality constraint and they have
to be assigned to new bins. Clearly, here we use much more bins than necessary.
The main feature of our algorithm A1 is that a new item can be packed into a bin only if the bin either contains only
a few items, or the bin is su=ciently >lled after adding this new item. In this way we try to avoid bins with plenty of
empty space contain too many items.
Let ‘(B) denote the load of bin B, i.e., the total size of all items in B, and c(B) the number of items in B. We say
that a bin B is active if 16 c(B)6 k − 1, and full if c(B) = k. Furthermore, a bin B is said available for item an, if
‘(B) + an6 1 holds.
In algorithm A1 we require that a bin with k items has a load of at least 12 , a bin with k − 1 items has a load of
at least 13 , a bin with k − 2 items has a load of at least 14 , etc. To this end, let p be an integer, whose value will be
speci7ed later, that satis7es
1¡p¡k: (2.1)
For 16 l¡p, we say that a bin B is (k− l)-blocked (or simply blocked) if c(B)=k− l and ‘(B)¡ 1=(l+1). Note that,
if B is blocked, then it contains at least two items according to (2.1). A bin B is said unblocked if either c(B)6 k − p,
or c(B) = k − l and ‘(B)¿ 1=(l + 1). To avoid creating bins that have plenty of empty space but contain too many
items, an available bin is a candidate for receiving a new item an only if it is either unblocked or, if blocked, ful7lls the
following threshold condition:
1
l+ 1
6 ‘(B) + an: (2.2)
In packing a new item, algorithm A1 7rst checks if there is an available blocked bin whose current load plus the new
item exceeds the threshold value 1=(l + 1). If there is more than one such bin, then it packs the item into one of these
bins according the rule of best-7t (BF), i.e., one of these bins that has the largest load. If no such bin exists, then it
checks if there is an available unblocked bin that was once blocked in the past. If there is more than one such bin, then
the algorithm uses BF rule to assign the item to one of these bins. If again no such bin exists, then the algorithm checks
if there is an available bin among the remaining active bins. In case of a tie, selecting a bin using BF rule. Finally, if no
active bin can be found that 7ts for the new item, then the algorithm opens a new bin for it.
Roughly speaking, algorithm A1 follows a BF strategy in selecting a bin for the new item: It applies BF 7rst to all
blocked bins that satisfy the threshold condition (2.2), then to all formerly blocked and now unblocked bins, and 7nally
to the remaining bins. A formal description of algorithm A1 is given below.
Algorithm A1
While the list L of items is nonempty do
Remove the 7rst item an from L
Let B1 := {B |∃ l∈{1; : : : ; p− 1} : c(B) = k − l and ‘(B)¡ 1=(l+ 1)6 ‘(B) + an6 1}
If B1 	= ∅ then choose B∈B1 with ‘(B) maximal else
Let B := {B | (16 c(B)6 k − p and ‘(B)6 1− an) or ∃ l ∈{1; : : : ; p− 1} :
(c(B) = k − l and 1=(l+ 1)6 ‘(B)6 1− an )}
and B2 := B ∩ {B |B marked}, B3 := B−B2
If B2 	= ∅ then choose B∈B2 with ‘(B) maximal else
If B3 	= ∅ then choose B∈B3 with ‘(B) maximal else
Choose a bin B with c(B) = 0
Pack item an into the selected bin B
If ∃ l∈{1; : : : ; p− 1} : (c(B) = k − l and ‘(B)¡ 1=(l+ 1)) then mark B.
Algorithm A1 contains a parameter, namely p, which determines the smallest number of items in a bin to become
blocked. We 7rst analyze the worst-case performance ratio of algorithm A1 depending on p. Then we choose the most
suitable value for p. Note that, during the execution of the algorithm, a bin can repeatedly become blocked and unblocked.
We point out that, at every stage of the algorithm, all bins with small loads, except at most one, are blocked or was once
blocked in the past. More precisely, we claim:
Lemma 2.1. At each stage of algorithm A1, there are no two active bins with load smaller than 12 that was never
blocked.
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If after the execution of algorithm A1 there is no bin with load smaller than 12 that is blocked or was blocked
in the past, then by the previous fact, all bins except at most one have a load of at least 12 . This immediately
implies that
CA16 2C∗ + 1: (2.3)
Since our objective is to prove that the asymptotic worst case performance ratio RA1 tends to 2 when k is su6ciently
large, in the following we can assume due to (2.3) that there exists at least one bin of small load that is blocked or was
blocked.
Among all the bins that was ever blocked, let B∗ denote the one which becomes marked at last (i.e., when B∗ becomes
blocked for the 7rst time, all other bins were already blocked). Further let a∗ be the smallest item that is packed into B∗
until B∗ is blocked for the 7rst time. We 7rst consider the structure of the packing at time t1 when item a∗ appears. We
distinguish between three types of bins. The bins of type 1 are the active bins with load smaller than 12 at time t1. By
the previous lemma, all these bins except at most one are blocked or were once blocked. All active bins that are not of
type 1 have a load of at least 12 . The bins of type 2a are the full bins at time t1.
Lemma 2.2. All bins B of type 2a ful>ll c(B) = k and ‘(B)¿ 12 .
The remaining active bins at time t1 are said to be of type 3. Clearly, all these bins are unblocked.
Lemma 2.3. All bins B of type 3 ful>ll ‘(B)¿ 1− 1=(2(k − 1)).
Let us now study the structure of the packing after having packed the last item. The items that arrive after a∗ are
packed into bins of type 1 or of type 3, or into bins that are opened after the arrival of a∗ (note that bins of type 1 can
now also have load at least 12 and can also be full). By Lemma 2.1, all bins of type 1 except one extra bin are blocked
or were once blocked. Let ‘min denote the smallest load of all bins of type 1 (except the extra bin). For each of these
bins, consider further its load when it was blocked for the last time. We denote with ‘∗min the smallest of all these loads.
Since we assumed that there is at least one bin with load smaller than 12 , we have ‘
∗
min6 ‘min ¡
1
2 . These de7nitions
immediately imply:
Lemma 2.4. All bins B of type 1, except at most one, ful>ll ‘(B)¿ ‘min. If 1=(l+1)6 ‘∗min ¡ 1=l with 1¡l6p then
c(B)¿ k − l+ 1. If ‘∗min ¡ 1=p, then c(B)¿ k − p+ 1.
For bins of type 2a and 3, Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 are clearly still valid. It is easy to see that bins that are opened after
the arrival of a∗ can never become blocked: If such a bin becomes blocked before B∗ then, since no blocked bins with
a single item exist, in contradiction to Lemma 2.1, at some stage there are two active bins with load smaller than 12 that
were never blocked in the past. On the other hand, due to the special choice of B∗, such a bin cannot become blocked
after B∗.
What can we say about the items that appear after a∗ and are packed into these new bins? First, since such an item
is not packed into a blocked bin of type 1, it might be too small in order to exceed the associated threshold value for
the bin. If 1=(l+ 1)6 ‘∗min ¡ 1=l, then it must be smaller than 1=l− 1=(l+ 1) = 1=(l(l+ 1)), if ‘∗min ¡ 1=p then it must
be smaller than 1=p. Second, the item might be too large in order to 7t into a blocked bin or into an unblocked (and
formerly blocked) bin of type 1. This means that it must be larger than 1− ‘min.
The new bins which contain an item larger than 1− ‘min are said to be of type 4.
Lemma 2.5. All bins B of type 4 ful>ll ‘(B)¿ 1− ‘min.
The remaining bins contain only items smaller than 1=(l(l + 1)) resp. 1=p. If they are active, they are of type 5.
Otherwise, they are of type 2b. Of course, Lemma 2.2 holds also for bins of type 2b. Bins that are either of type 2a or
of type 2b are said of type 2.
Lemma 2.6. All bins B of type 5, except at most one, ful>ll c(B)¿ l2 + l, resp. c(B)¿p. With the exception of at
most two bins, we furthermore have ‘(B)¿ (l2 + l)=(l2 + l+ 1), resp. ‘(B)¿p=(p+ 1).
Based on the previous lemmas, we conclude that
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Theorem 2.1. For item list L in problem (okBP) with k¿ 3, we have CA1(L)6R(k)C∗(L) + 2, i.e., the asymptotic
worst-case performance ratio of algorithm A1 satis>es RA16R(k), where
R(k) = 2 +
k + pk(pk − 3)
(k − pk + 1)pk and pk =
⌈−k +√k3 − 2k
k − 2
⌉
: (2.4)
In particular, limk→∞ RA16 2.
Corollary 2.2. For k¿ 9, the upper bound on RA1 in (2.4) is smaller than that on RkFF in (1.1).
3. Second algorithm and its analysis
For the convenience of describing algorithm A2, we rede7ne the bins and their types. A bin B is called closed if ‘(B)¿ 12
and c(B)¿ k2 . A pairs of bins B1, B2 is called closed if ‘(B1) + ‘(B2)¿ 1 and c(B1) + c(B2)¿ k. All non-empty bins
that are not closed called open. The open bins are partitioned into three diMerent types:
(i) Bins of type 1: These are bins with ‘(B)¿ 12 and c(B)¡
k
2 .
(ii) Bins of type 2: These are bins with ‘(B)¡ 12 and c(B)¡k − 1.
(iii) Bins of type 3: These are bins with ‘(B)¡ 12 and c(B) = k − 1.
The current number of bins of type i (i = 1; 2; 3) is denoted by ci. Our algorithm A2 works as follows: First, we try to
pack an incoming item a into a bin of type 1. Then, we try to put a into a bin of type 3 if the total load with a is at
least 12 or if there exists a bin of type 1. Finally, we try to put a into a bin of type 2. If it 7ts in none of these bins, a
new bin is opened. After packing item a, check whether the bin, or together with another bin, can be closed.
Lemma 3.1. At each stage of algorithm A2, the following two properties hold:
c26 1 (3.1)
and
c3 = 0 or c1 + c26 1: (3.2)
Proof. The proof will be done by induction on the number of packed items. Assume that before item a is packed, both
(3.1) and (3.2) hold. We distinguish between a few cases:
(a) Item a is packed into a bin of type 1.
By addition of item a, a bin of type 1 either becomes closed or remains of type 1. Thus, the number of bins of
type 1 does not increase and both (3.1) and (3.2) hold.
(b) Item a is packed into a bin of type 3.
Let B be a bin of type 3 in which a 7ts. With addition of item a, bin B either becomes closed or, together with an
arbitrary bin NB of type 1, forms a pair of closed bins, since a did not 7t in NB.
(c) Item a is packed into a bin of type 2.
After packing item a, there will be no increase of c2. Thus, (3.1) holds. Now let B be the unique bin of type 2. If
B becomes closed or remains of type 2, the numbers c1 and c3 are still the same. If B turns into a bin of type 1, then
c1 + c2 and c3 remain unchanged and (3.2) holds. Finally, assume that B turns into a bin of type 3. If c1 = 0, then from
(3.1) we know that c1 + c26 1 still holds. If c1 ¿ 0, there was at least one bin of type 1, denoted by NB, in which item
a did not 7t. But then ‘( NB) + ‘(B)¿ 1. Consequently, B and NB form a pair of closed bins.
(d) A new bin is opened for item a.
If there was no bin of type 3 before adding a, then there is still no bin of type 3 after adding a, hence (3.2) still holds.
In the case where there was no bin of type 2, then (3.1) is also still valid. Otherwise, a did not 7t into the bin of type
2 and has a size greater than 12 . Therefore, the new bin is of type 1 and (3.1) is still valid.
If there was a bin of type 3, in which item a does not 7t, this bin and the new bin form a pair of closed bins. Thus,
assume a 7ts in all bins of type 3. Since a new bin is opened for item a, item a has a size smaller than 12 and no bins
of type 1 existed. Consequently, also no bin of type 2 existed before packing a. We get c1 + c26 1 after packing a and
both (3.1) and (3.2) hold.
Theorem 3.1. Algorithm A2 has an asymptotic worst-case performance ratio of 2.
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Proof. The number of items divided by k and the total load of all bins are two obvious lower bounds for the number of
bins in an optimal packing. Lemma 3.1 guarantees that A2 packs either more than k2 (C
A2 − 1) items or has a total load
greater than 12 (C
A2 − 1). The bound of 2 follows.
On the other hand, the bound of 2 can be achieved for any k. Let n be any positive integer. Consider the instance of
nk items of equal size of 1=k if k is even, or the instance of n(k+1) items of equal size of 1=(k+1). Then algorithm A2
always packs k=2 consecutive items into one bin and then closes the bin. It is easy to see that CA2 =2n and C∗=n.
4. An algorithm for problem (o2BP)
In this section we present an algorithm A3 for the (o2BP) problem. We show that this algorithm is almost best possible
in terms of asymptotic worst-case performance. Before we start the description of the algorithm, let us introduce some
new notation. In this section, an item is said to be small if its size is no more than 12 . Otherwise, it is said big. A bin is
said to be of type X if it contains exactly one small item, of type Y if it contains a big item and a small item, of type Z
if it contains two small items, and of type U if it contains exactly one big item. Let the numbers of bins of these types,
right after item ai is packed, be xi, yi, zi and ui, respectively. If there is no confusion, we will omit the subscript i from
the above notation.
4.1. Algorithm A3 and its analysis
Since in any valid packing, big items always occupy separate bins with possible company of a small item, it is the
packing of small items without the presence of big items that may most aMect the packing quality. The principle algorithm
A3 is based on is that, in packing a small item, a balance should be struck between the numbers of bins with one small
item only and with two items, so that the number of bins of type Z is properly controlled. More speci7cally, satisfaction
of the following is pursued all the time unless impossible:
#z6 x + y6 #z+ 2; (4.1)
where #= (
√
5− 1)=2= 0:618 : : : is the inverse of the golden ratio. In the following description of algorithm A3, to pack
an item into a bin of set S actually means that the item is packed into one of these bins according to the rule of BF if
S 	= ∅ and a new bin is opened if the item 7ts in none of these bins or S = ∅.
Algorithm A3. Algorithm A3 packs an item ai+1 in the following way:
Step 1. If the item is big, then pack it into a bin of type X .
Step 2. If the item is small and if xi + yi6 #zi+ 1, then pack the item into a bin of type U .
Step 3. If the item is small and if xi + yi¿ #zi+ 2, then pack the item into (i) a bin of type X if xi ¿ 0 or (ii) a bin
of type U otherwise.
The following two lemmas are evident.
Lemma 4.1. Violation of condition (4.1) implies x + y¿ #z + 2, which can only be caused when there is no bin of
type X and a small item is packed at step 3(ii).
Proof. Since packing a big item will not change the current values of x + y and z, we only need to consider steps 2
and 3. Since the number z of type-Z bins can only be increased by 1 at step 3 at the expense of a decrease of 1 in the
number x of type-X bins, we always have
xi+1 + yi+1 = xi + yi − 1¿ #zi+ 1¿ #(zi + 1)= #zi+1:
Therefore, the 7rst inequality in (4.1) is always satis7ed by induction. On the other hand, after a small item is packed
at step 2, the value x + y is increased by 1, while z remains the same. Hence we have x + y6 #z + 2. If a small
item ai+1 is packed at step 3 and this causes a violation of (4.1), then we must have xi + yi = #z + 2 and hence
xi = 0, otherwise step 3(i) would be implemented, which implies that (4.1) would be satis7ed since zi+1 = zi + 1 and
xi+1 + yi+1 = xi + yi − 1.
Lemma 4.2. If x¿ 3, then condition (4.1) is satis>ed and there are at least (#+1)(x− 3) bins of type Z whose >rst
item is at least as big as the smallest one of the x items in bins of type X .
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Proof. Let item a be the 7rst among the items in the x bins of type X and let the numbers of bins of type X , Y and Z
at time t right before item a was packed be x′, y′ and z′, respectively. Then according to Lemma 4.1, we have
x′ + y′¿ #z′: (4.2)
The fact that x¿ 3 implies that the last item was not packed at step 3(ii) according to Lemma 4.1, which in turn implies
x + y6 #z+ 2: (4.3)
Note that x new bins of type X have been created since time t and these bins remain of type X . A simple induction with
inequalities (4.2) and (4.3) concludes that #z−#z′¿ x−2, which implies that z−z′¿ #−1(x−3)=(#+1)(x−3).
Since all z − z′ bins of type Z have been generated using the BF rule at the presence of type-X bin containing a, the
7rst item in each of these type-Z bins is at least as big as a. This completes our proof.
Theorem 4.1. Algorithm A3 satis>es CA36 (1 + 1=
√
5)C∗ + 3, and hence has an asymptotic worst-case performance
ratio of at most 1 + 1=
√
5.
Proof. Since half of the total number of packed items and the total number of packed big items are two trivial lower
bounds on C∗, we obtain
C∗¿
x + u
2
+ y + z (4.4)
and
C∗¿ y + u: (4.5)
Since x + y¿ #z¿ #z − 1 according to Lemma 4.1, from (4.4) we obtain
C∗¿
y + u
2
+ z +
x + y
2
¿
y + u
2
+
#+ 2
2
z − 1
2
: (4.6)
Summing up (4.5) and 2# times of (4.6) leads to
(2#+ 1)C∗¿ (#+ 1)(y + z + u)− #= (#+ 1)CA3 − (#+ 1)x − #:
Therefore, if x6 2, then we have CA36 (2 − #)C∗ + (3# + 2)=(# + 1) and hence we are done. In the following, we
assume x¿ 3. Then each of the x small items in bins of type X does not 7t into the same bin with any of the u big
items in bins of type U according to the algorithm. Taking into account Lemma 4.2 and the fact that any two big items
will not 7t into the same bin, we conclude that there are at least x + (#+ 1)(x− 3) + y items, each of which will never
be in the same bin with any of the items in bins of type U in any legal packing. Therefore,
C∗¿ u+
(#+ 2)x + y − 3(#+ 1)
2
: (4.7)
Let
B(x; y; z; u) = max
{
u+ x
2
+ y + z; y + u; u+
(#+ 2)x + y − 3(#+ 1)
2
}
: (4.8)
Then combination of (4.4), (4.5) and (4.7) gives us
C∗¿B(x; y; z; u):
Since CA3 = x + y + z + u, we have
CA3 − 3
C∗
6
x + y + z + u− 3
B(x; y; z; u)
: (4.9)
Note that x¿ 3 implies that z = (# + 1)(x + y) + % for some real number % satisfying |%|¡ 2(# + 1) according to
Lemma 4.2. If we regard x¿ 3 as a 7xed parameter and (y; u)¿ 0 as variables, then the right-hand side, let us call
it fx(y; u), of inequality (4.9) is the minimum of three linear fractional functions of (y; u) having the same numerator.
Therefore, it is easy to see that fx(y; u) achieves its maximum either at the boundary of the region (y; u)¿ 0 or at the
point (y0; u0) that makes the three terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.8) equal, i.e., when y0 = (# + 2)x − 3(# + 1)
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and u0 = 3(2#+ 3)x − 6(#+ 2) + 2%. Direct calculation gives
fx(y0; u0) =
2(5#+ 8)x − 3(4#+ 7) + 3(%− 1)
(7#+ 11)x − 3(3#+ 5) + 2% :
Clearly, we have fx(y0; u0)¡ limx→∞ f(y0; u0)=2(5#+8)=(7#+11)=1+1=
√
5. Now let us check the values of fx(y; u)
on the boundary of the region (y; u)¿ 0. It is evident that limy→∞ fx(y; u) = 1. Hence we only need to consider y = 0.
Then we have,
fx(0; u) =
u+ (#+ 2)x + %− 3
max{u=2 + (#+ 3=2)x + %; u+ [(#+ 2)x − 3(#+ 1)]=2} :
Hence fx(0; 0) = ((#+ 2)x+ %− 3)=((#+ 3=2)x+ %)6 (2#+ 4)=(2#+ 3)¡ 43 and limu→∞ fx(0; u) = 1. Moreover, when
the two terms in the denominator of fx(0; u) are equal, i.e., when u= u˜ ≡ (#+ 1)(x + 3) + 2%, we have
fx(0; u˜) =
(2#+ 3)x + 3(#+ %)
(3=2#+ 2)x + 3=2(#+ 1) + 2%
6 lim
x→∞
fx(0; u˜) = 1 +
1√
5
;
which implies that fx(0; u)6 1 + 1√5 . In conclusion, it is always true that fx(y; u)6 1 +
1√
5
, which completes our proof
of the theorem.
4.2. An almost-matching lower bound
Suppose the asymptotic worst-case performance ration RH is 7nite for an on-line algorithm H . Then, according to the
de7nition, for any ”¿ 0, there exists a constant N”¿ 1, such that for any item list L,
CH (L)6 (RH + ”)C
∗(L); (4.10)
where C∗(L)¿N”.
Theorem 4.2. Any on-line algorithm for problem (o2BP) has an asymptotic worst-case performance ratio of at least
√
2.
Proof. Consider any on-line algorithm H and assume RH ¡ +∞. Let N = 2N”, where N” is chosen as above. Let us
release one by one a list L1 of k1 (16 k16 N ) small items of sizes
a1; k =
1
2
− k
4N
; k = 1; : : : ; k1; (4.11)
where k1 = 1+max{k : 16 k ¡N and zk =0}. In other words, we terminate list L1 once a bin of type Z is 7rst created
or the list length reaches N . It is evident that k1¿ 2 is well de7ned. In general, suppose for some s¿ 1 we have released
one by one a sequence of lists L1; : : : ; Ls of small items, where Li = (ai;1; : : : ; ai; ki ); i = 1; : : : ; s, and the items are de7ned
by (4.11) and then iteratively as follows: for i = 1; : : : ; s− 1,
ai+1; k = ai;ki−1 −
k
4Ni+1
; k = 1; : : : ; ki+1; (4.12)
where
ki+1 = 1 + max{k : 06 k ¡N − ni and zni+k = zni = i} (4.13)
and ni =
∑i
j=1 kj6N for all i. As in the case of i = 1, list Ls is terminated once a new bin of type Z is created or
the total length of the lists reaches N , i.e., ns = N . If ns ¡N , we further release one by one ks+1 small jobs of sizes
as+1; k ; k = 1; : : : ; ks+1, which are de7ned as in (4.12) and (4.13) by setting i= s. Therefore, with the inductive de7nition,
we assume without loss of generality that ns = N . Depending on whether the bin containing item as;ks is of type X or of
type Z , we de7ne t = s − 1 or s, respectively. In other words, t is the number of bins of type Z after algorithm H has
packed all these N small items. By construction, we observe that the list L=L1L2 : : : Ls of N small items has the following
two properties: (a) The sizes of all items satisfy 14 6 ai;k6
1
2 − 1=(4N ) and (b) the sizes of second items in all t bins of
type Z satisfy a1; k1 ¡a2; k2 ¡ · · ·¡at;kt and these items are all strictly smaller than any other N − t items. Property (a)
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is straightforward. To see property (b), we assume without loss of generality that t¿ 2. Then we have ki ¡ns = N for
i = 1; : : : ; t, which implies that, for all i,
ai+1; ki+1 = ai;ki−1 −
ki+1
4Ni+1
¿ai;ki−1 +
1
4Ni
= ai;ki :
On the other hand, since ai+1;1 ¡ai;ki−1 according to the de7nition, we conclude that the biggest item in list Li+1 is
smaller than the smallest item in list Li\{ai;ki} for i = 1; : : : ; s− 1, which implies the second part of property (b).
Now let us further release a list L′ of t big items, each of size 1 − at;kt ¿ 12 , then CH = N since none of these t big
items can 7t into the same bin with any of the N − 2t type-X bins. However, an optimal packing of the list LL′ is to
pack the t big items with the t smallest items ai;ki into t bins and pack the remaining N − t small items into (N − t)=2
bins. Hence C∗(LL′) = t + (N − t)=2 = (N + t)=2 and
CH (LL′)
C∗(LL′)
=
2N
N + t
: (4.14)
On the other hand, instead of L′, if we further release a list L′′ of N big jobs, each of size 12 + 1=(4N ), then any optimal
packing has C∗(LL′′) = N; while CH (LL′′)¿N + t. We obtain
CH (LL′′)
C∗(LL′′)
¿
N + t
N
: (4.15)
Combining (4.14) and (4.15) and taking (4.10) into account, we get
RH + ”¿max
{
2N
N + t
;
N + t
N
}
:
Since the right-hand side as a function of t¿ 0 is minimized to
√
2, we conclude that RH + ”¿
√
2. Since ”¿ 0 is
arbitrary, we have proved our theorem.
5. A harmonic algorithm for problem (o3BP)
The harmonic approach was introduced by Lee and Lee [8] in 1985 for constructing e6cient algorithms for on-line bin
packing without cardinality constraints. In this section we construct a harmonic-type algorithm A4 for problem (o3BP)
with asymptotic competitive ratio of 1.8.
The items are partitioned into four categories according to their sizes: )= (0; 13 ], * = (
1
3 ;
1
2 ], += (
1
2 ;
2
3 ] and ,= (
2
3 ; 1].
These items are called )-, *-, +- and ,-items, respectively. Algorithm A4 always keeps active (as immediate candidates
for receiving an item) at least one )-batch, which consists of four bins B);1; : : : ; B);4, and at least three bins B*, B+, B,,
where each of bins B);1, B);2 and B);3 is for three )-items, bin B);4 is 7rst for one )-item and then one +-item, bin B* is
for two *-items, bin B+ is 7rst for one +-item and then for one )-item, while bin B, is for one ,-item. An active )-batch
(respectively, active B+ bin) is said to be nearly closed if it is packed with 10 )-items (respectively, 1 +-item). Once an
active )-batch (respectively, an active B*, B+ and B, bin) has received designated 11 (respectively, 2, 2, and 1) items, it
is closed and a new empty batch (respectively, empty bin) is designated as being of the same type and becomes active.
Once an active )-batch (respectively, an active B+ bin) becomes nearly closed, a new empty batch (respectively, empty
bin) is designated as being of the same type and becomes active at the same time. Any active )-batch (respectively, active
B*, B+ and B, bin) is said to be open if it is neither nearly closed nor closed. Any bin of an )-batch is said to be open,
nearly closed, or closed according to the status of the )-batch. It is easily seen that there are one )-batch and three bins
B*, B+, B, open all the time and the total number of open bins is 7 all the time.
Algorithm A4 works as follows: Pack an )-item into a nearly closed B+ bin if such a bin exists, into an open )-batch
otherwise. Pack a *-item into an open B* bin. Pack a +-item into a nearly closed )-batch if such a batch exists, into an
open B+ bin otherwise. Pack a ,-item into an open B, bin. It is evident that there are either no nearly closed )-batches
or no nearly closed B+ bins at any stage of algorithm A4.
Now let us show that A4 has an asymptotic competitive ratio of 1:8. Assign to every )-item a weight of 13 , *-item a
weight of 12 , +-item a weight of
2
3 and ,-item a weight of 1. The weight of a bin is de7ned to be the sum of the weights
of the items packed into this bin.
Let us compare the packing of an item list L by algorithm A4 with an optimal packing of the same item list. On the one
hand, by considering all possible item combinations, we can easily see that, in any packing, the maximum weight of a
bin is 53 , which is achieved only when two )-items and one ,-item are packed together. The second largest weight
of a bin is 32 , which is only achieved when an )-item, a *-item and a +-item are packed together. Any bin of other
packing combinations has a weight no more than 43 . On the other hand, we see by de7nition that any closed bin
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in the A4 packing has a weight of 1, a nearly closed B+ bin has a weight of 23 and the 4 bins of a nearly closed
)-batch have an average weight of 56 each. Let d (respectively, g) denote the total number of ,-items (respectively,
+-items) in list L. Note that each of ,- and +-items is packed in a separate bin in any valid packing, hence there are in
any packing at most d bins of weight 53 each and at most g bins of weight
3
2 each.
Since there are either no nearly closed )-batches or no nearly closed B+ bins at any stage of algorithm A4 as we noticed
before, we distinguish two cases in the following discussion, which is based on the fact that the total weight of all bins
in the A4 packing is equal to that of all bins in an optimal packing.
Firstly, assume there are no nearly closed B+ bins. Let f∗1 = C
∗(L) − d. In the optimal packing, there are at most d
bins of weight 53 each and the remaining f
∗ bins have a weight of at most 32 each. In the A4 packing, there are d closed
B, bins (of weight 1 each). Let f1 be the number of remaining non-open bins in the A4 packing. Then these f1 bins
have an (average) weight at least 56 each. Conservation of total weights in both packings implies
5
3 d+
3
2 f
∗
1 ¿d+ 56 f1 ⇔ 95 (d+ f∗1 )¿d+ f1:
Denoting by c the number of non-empty open bins in the A4 packing, we have
CA4(L) = d+ f1 + c6 95 (d+ f
∗
1 ) + c =
9
5C
∗(L) + c: (5.1)
Secondly, assume there are no nearly closed )-batches. Let f∗2 = C
∗(L)− g. Among the g bins of +-items in the optimal
packing, let g∗ of them have a weight of 32 each. Then the remaining g − g∗ bins have a weight no more than 43 each.
Let a be the number of closed )-batches, g′ and g′′ be the number of closed, nearly closed B+ bins, respectively. Let f2
be the number of remaining non-open bins in the A4 packing. Then
CA4(L) = 4a+ g′ + g′′ + f2 + c; (5.2)
where c is the number of non-empty open bins in the A4 packing as de7ned earlier. Conservation of total weights in both
packings implies
3
2 g
∗ + 43 (g− g∗) + 53 f∗2 ¿ 4a+ g′ + 23 g′′ + f2: (5.3)
Since the total number of )-items in the A4 packing is at most 10a + g′ + 9, while there are at least g∗ )-items in the
optimal packing (as each bin of weight 32 contains one )-item), we have
10a+ g′ + 9¿ g∗: (5.4)
Similarly, since the total number of +-items in the A4 packing is at least a+ g′ + g′′, we have a+ g′ + g′′6 g, which
together with (5.4) implies
g′′6 g− 110 g∗ + 910 : (5.5)
Combining (5.2), (5.3) and (5.5) and noticing that C∗(L) = g+ f∗2 and g
∗6 g, we obtain
CA4(L)6 32 g
∗ + 43 (g− g∗) + 53 f∗2 + 13g′′ + c
6 53 (g+ f
∗
2 ) +
2
15 g
∗ + 310 + c
6 95 C
∗(L) + 310 + c: (5.6)
Combining (5.1) and (5.6) and noticing that c6 5 (an open B+ or B, bin is always empty), we conclude that algorithm
A4 has an asymptotic competitive ratio no more than 1:8. It is easy to construct examples demonstrating that the bound
of 1.8 is actually achieved in both cases.
A lower bound of 32 on RH for any algorithm H for problem (o3BP) can be easily established by using three lists with
n items of sizes ”, 13 + ” and
1
2 + ”, respectively, as introduced by Yao [12] for on-line bin packing without cardinality
constraints. For a detailed description of the proof for the lower bound we refer the reader to [12]. These results are
summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Algorithm A4 for problem (o3BP) has an asymptotic competitive ratio of 1:8. Any on-line algorithm for
the problem will have an asymptotic competitive ratio of at least 1.5.
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6. Concluding remarks
We have studied a variant of the one-dimensional bin packing problem, in which each bin should contain no more
than k items. We have introduced two on-line algorithms with much better asymptotic worst-case performance than the
previously best known result. While algorithm A2 shows a slightly better worst-case performance than algorithm A1,
empirical experiments have shown, however, that the latter outperforms the former on the average. Actually, even the
adapted version of (FF) by Krause et al. [6] performs better than algorithm A2 on the average. The weak average-case
performance of A2 can be explained as follows: Due to the construction of A2, the number of bins used by A2 tends to
double the maximum of the total size of the items and the total number of the items divided by k and this maximum is
often very close to the minimum number of bins that can accommodate all the items. As a result, the bound of 2 for the
asymptotic worst-case performance ratio RA2 is closely approached all the time.
It is challenging to 7nd out whether there are on-line algorithms A with RA strictly better than 2, i.e., RA6 2 − ”
for all k. Another research direction is to search for good lower bounds on the asymptotic worst-case performance ratio
of any algorithm for problem (okBP). Although the lower bound of 1.54 for problem (oBP) applies also to (okBP) if
k is su6ciently large, as we mentioned in Section 1, it is interesting to 7nd out whether stronger lower bounds can be
found.
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Appendix
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Suppose that there are two such bins B′ and B′′. We can assume without loss of generality that B′
is active before B′′. Let a′′ be the 7rst item in B′′. Since a new bin is opened for a′′, there is no active unblocked bin
that is available for a′′. This is a contradiction since B′ is unblocked when a′′ appears and, since ‘(B′)¡ 12 and a
′′¡ 12 ,
it is also available for a′′.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. When bin B∗ becomes blocked for the 7rst time then c(B∗) = k − l and ‘(B∗)¡ 1=(l + 1) holds
for some l with 16 l¡p. This in particular implies that a∗¡ 1=(2(k− 1)) by (2.1). Let B be a bin of type 3. When a∗
appears then we have ‘(B)¿ 12 ¿‘(B
∗) and, furthermore, both B and B∗ are unblocked (B∗ even may be empty). Since
a∗ is not packed into B we can conclude that B is not available for a∗. Hence ‘(B)¿ 1 − a∗ must hold. This implies
the lemma.
Proof of Lemma 2.6. We show the lemma for the case where the items are smaller than 1=(l(l+ 1)). The other case is
settled completely analogous.
Let B′ and B′′ be two bins of type 5 and assume that B′ is active before B′′. Let further a′′ denote the 7rst item in
B′′. We claim that B′ contains at least l2 + l items before B′′ is opened. Otherwise, since the items are of size less than
1=(l2 + l), the load of B′ when a′′ appears is smaller than (l2 + l− 1)=(l2 + l) = 1− 1=(l2 + l). This is a contradiction
since now B′ is available for a′′.
For the second part of the statement we show that there are no two bins of type 5 both containing at least l2 + l items
and both having load smaller than (l2 + l)=(l2 + l + 1). Suppose that two such bins exist, say B′ and B′′. Again we
assume without loss of generality that B′ is active before B′′ and we denote by a′′ the 7rst item in B′′. Clearly, a′′ must
be larger than 1=(l2 + l + 1) since, otherwise, B′ is available for a′′ and a′′ must be packed into B′. On the other side,
since a′′ is smaller than 1=(l2 + l), it follows that ‘(B′)¿ 1− 1=(l2 + l). As long as B′′ contains at most l2 + l− 1 items,
its load is smaller than (l2 + l− 1)=(l2 + l) = 1− 1=(l2 + l), hence in particular ‘(B′′)¡‘(B′). By the same argument
as used for a′′, the l2 + l− 1 next items which are packed into B′′ after a′′ must also be larger than 1=(l2 + l+ 1). This
means that 7nally ‘(B′′)¿ (l2 + l)=(l2 + l+ 1) must hold. This is a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We denote by ki the number of bins of type i, where, in the case for k1, the single extra bin of
type 1 and, in the case for k5, the two extra bins of type 5, are not included. It can be easily checked that either there
is no single extra bin of type 1 or the two extra bins of type 5 do not exist. Thus,
CA1 = k1 + k2 + k3 + k4 + k5 + 2: (A.1)
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On the other hand, lower bounds for the value of an optimal solution are given by the sum of the sizes of all items and
by the total number of items divided by k. We distinguish two cases:
Case 1: 1=(l+ 1)6 ‘∗min ¡ 1=l with 16 l¡p.
Combination of the previous facts of this section implies:
C∗¿ ‘min k1 +
1
2
k2 +
2k − 3
2k − 2 k3 + (1− ‘min)k4 +
l2 + l
l2 + l+ 1
k5 (A.2)
and
C∗¿
k − l+ 1
k
k1 + k2 +
1
k
k3 +
1
k
k4 +
l2 + l
k
k5: (A.3)
Since 1=(2(k − 1))1¡ 1=(l+1) holds for all possible values of l we conclude that 1− 1=(2(k − 1)¿ 1− ‘∗min¿ 1− ‘min.
Furthermore, since 1=(l2 + l+1)1¡ 1=(l+1), we also obtain 1− 1=(l2 + l+1)¿ 1− ‘min. Hence, it follows from (A.2)
that
C∗¿ ‘min k1 + 12 k2 + (1− ‘min)(k3 + k4 + k5): (A.4)
From (A.4) we obtain
k3 + k4 + k56
C∗ − ‘mink1 − ‘mink2
1− ‘min : (A.5)
Moreover, it follows from (A.3) that
k1 + k26
k
k − l+ 1 C
∗: (A.6)
Substituting (A.5) and (A.6) into (A.1) provides
CA1 6 k1 + k2 +
1
1− ‘min C
∗ − ‘min
1− ‘min (k1 + k2) + 2
=
1− 2‘min
1− ‘min (k1 + k2) +
1
1− ‘min C
∗ + 2
6
1− 2‘min
1− ‘min
k
k − l+ 1 C
∗ +
1
1− ‘min C
∗ + 2
=
(
2 +
l− 1
k − l+ 1 ·
1− 2‘min
1− ‘min
)
C∗ + 2:
With
1− 2‘min
1− ‘min 6
1− 2‘∗min
1− ‘∗min
= 2− 1
1− ‘∗min
6 1− 1
l
;
we 7nally obtain
CA1 6
(
2 +
l− 1
k − l+ 1
l− 1
l
)
C∗ + 2
=
(
2 +
(l− 1)2
(k − l+ 1)l
)
C∗ + 2: (A.7)
Case 2: ‘∗min ¡ 1=p.
Similarly as before, we obtain
C∗¿ ‘min k1 +
1
2
k2 +
2k − 3
2k − 2 k3 + (1− ‘min)k4 +
p
p+ 1
k5 (A.8)
and
C∗¿
k − p+ 1
k
k1 + k2 +
1
k
k3 +
1
k
k4 +
p
k
k5: (A.9)
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Case 2(a): ‘min¿ 1=(p+ 1).
The same arguments as used in Case 1 show that
CA16
(
2 +
(p− 1)2
(k − p+ 1)p
)
C∗ + 2: (A.10)
Case 2(b): ‘min ¡ 1=(p+ 1).
Since 1=(2(k − 1))6 1=(p+ 1), we obtain from (A.8) that
k3 + k4 + k56
p+ 1
p
C∗:
Moreover, it follows from (A.9) that
k1 + k26
k
k − p+ 1
(
C∗ − 1
k
(k3 + k4 + k5)
)
:
Substituting these inequalities into (A.1) provides
CA1 6
k
k − p+ 1 C
∗ − 1
k − p+ 1 (k3 + k4 + k5) + k3 + k4 + k5 + 2
=
k
k − p+ 1 C
∗ +
k − p
k − p+ 1 (k3 + k4 + k5) + 2
6
(
k
k − p+ 1 +
k − p
k − p+ 1
p+ 1
p
)
C∗ + 2
=
(
2 +
k + p(p− 3)
(k − p+ 1)p
)
C∗ + 2: (A.11)
Now we have obtained four bounds (2.3), (A.7), (A.10) and (A.11) on CA1 . Bound (2.3) is the smallest of the four
bounds. It is easy to verify that, for all l with 16 l¡p, the bounds from (A.7) are smaller than or equal to the bound
(A.10). On the other hand, since k+p(p−3)¿ (p−1)2 for k ¿p, the bound in (A.11) is larger than (A.10). Therefore,
we have CA16R(p; k)C∗ + 2, where
R(p; k) = 2 +
k + p(p− 3)
(k − p+ 1)p ;
which is minimized if we 7x the parameter
p=
⌈−k +√k3 − 2k
k − 2
⌉
:
Note that p satis7es condition (2.1). This completes our proof of the theorem.
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